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Abstract

Over the last decade, a consistent increase in real-estate prices, both in Italy and others OECD member countries, has been registered. This rise in price and the following subprime mortgage scandal have resulted in a significant fluctuation in market prices and/or market activity and in a consequent spreading of concerns about future market trends. These factors and the actual economic crisis often preclude people from buying residential properties, especially for those who want to set up house for the first time. Considering the limited public purchasing power and the unemployment increase, social housing and other related public policies must be assisted by appropriate decision support systems in order to provide affordable housing solutions to local citizens in financial need. These systems need to be able to identify in which nationwide contexts it is necessary to act with more incisive determination. Such a need also has to be considered in terms of support for the local population in order to get a better awareness of real estate acquisition risks.

This work aims to analyse the general affordability level of residential properties in urban environments, through a spatial decision support system (SDSS). At present, the system is still in the development phase, but is able to generate a qualitative overview of the housing market supply, especially in those contexts where the acquired dataset is characterized by a suitable spatial density. Using this information, it is possible to assess the income level required to affordably meet the current housing market supply and compare it to the official average income registered within the area of study.
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1 Introduction

The growth of housing market prices recorded during these last ten years has generated a shared awareness of the significant decline in housing affordability registered among most of OECD countries [1]. Before the sub-prime scandal and the associated fall of real estate values, buying a house has generally been intended as a low risk investment. Today there is a different common perception on housing acquisition risks both in most of European nations and United States where, in 2012, the average recorded house price was forty per cent lower than five years before [2].

Nowadays, Italian citizens that have recently bought their home by signing bank loan, might face to a high investment risk. This risk is mainly due to both the unpredictable market future trend and the marketability of the property. After a housing purchase, if the householder’s family economic condition is getting worse, re-converting a former use value into a market value may give rise to a significant capital loss. Obviously, this scenario is accentuated in regions that are suffer a strong economic crisis and cannot forecast an improvement in a short or middle term. Considering the current Italian economic recession and the increasing demand for job mobility, we can notice that this topic attract an increasing interest among bankers, economists and politicians. The last real estate report written by Italian Real Estate Market Observatory (OMI) and Italian Banking Association (ABI) is not as an encouraging forecast. In 2012, housing trades have suffered a direct collapse decreasing by 25.7% in 2011, to quota 448,364. This is the worst result since 1985, when were bought and sold about 430 thousand houses [3]. In reason of the past and current global occurrence of similar housing market conditions, subjects like affordable housing and sustainable development are currently considered strictly related and fundamental challenges for many countries around the world [4].

This work is based on a dataset that comes from a data mining application capable of detecting real estate housing offers, in order to determine their location and investigate them spatially. By analysing residential listings sales, it is possible to access to up to date information and define a spatial-temporal analysis of housing market selling list price trend. Moreover, the complementary use of spatial econometric approaches can lead to enhance the dataset reliability by analysing both spatial density (i.e. Kernel density) and correlation (i.e. Moran I).

The intended final goal consists in defining a Spatial Decision Support System capable to analyse the spatial distribution of the average family available income required to purchase a home affordably. As one of the first applications of an early development stage of the SDSS, this study regards ten Italian metropolitan areas and analyses the relative conditions in which young families deal with a potential first home purchase that consists in an apartment with a living area of 55 m². It is supposed that the difference between the detected offer price and market price is in line with national average of sixteen per cent, as confirmed by the recent report of the Bank of Italy [5]. This situation coincides, or is remarkably similar, to the one where a household decides, motivated by the growth of his family, to sell his
apartment (55 m²) in order to buy another one with a living area of 110 m², in the same market area.

Considering its potential use to optimize social housing policies, this approach also aims to be an additional reference point to enhance urban sustainability. The adopted approach fits perfectly in Openshaw’s definition of user friendly Exploratory Spatial Data Analysis [6] and with the increasing appreciation on the complementary use of geographic information and communication technology in city planning and management [7].

In the following sections, it is described the applied methodology and the case of study. Finally, the discussion of the obtained results and final considerations about prospected future improvements of the system will close the study.

2 Methodology

The approach adopted in this paper is based on the use of two different complementary references. On one hand, a data-mining approach to acquire information concerning market offers is used, on the other hand, a macroeconomic index resulting from the relationship between housing market selling lists and the local community median income. Market offer price spatial analysis and the subsequent quantification of the level of affordability aim to assist SDSS users to understand what the effective possibilities to acquire a housing property in view of their economic condition are. In addition, the knowledge of this relationship can be particularly useful for surveying a specific housing market state. In fact, in ordinary cases, a widespread local difficulty in purchasing/renting real estate is generally a symptom of an inflated market that necessarily have to readjust itself through a reduction in prices, according to the economic settings of the local population.

2.1 Analysing selling list price trough spatial econometrics and data mining acquisition

Using spatial econometrics approaches to assess the effect of property quality on housing price has a twenty-year tradition and is considerably evolving during the nineties, especially for the opportunity to use aiding spatial statistical analysis software [8–10]. Nowadays, spatial econometric move forwards from an infant discipline [11] and spatial tests like Moran I, Lagrange Multiplier are now successfully used in Real Estate market analysis [12].

As affirmed by Krause and Bitter [13] spatial dependence and heterogeneity, anisotropic phenomena and boundary effects originate a migration from the simple theory of a non-linear decline of values from the central business district (CBD) to more sophisticated models that take into account polycentric urban regions and other geographic and social heterogeneities.

In the present case, the econometric techniques can provide a significant support to increase the model reliability (i.e. outlier detection) and generate a qualitative spatial representation of selling list prices in urban environments.
The framework behind this specific approach traced into three different phases. The first one consists in populating the dataset with rental and selling list data. Selling offer prices were retrieved from web property listings concerning apartments that have an overall living area between 55 and 110 m². All the properties have an ordinary maintenance level and new units or apartments that need to be renovated were not considered for this analysis. The insertion must report some fundamental information like the property address, surface extent and the offer price. Insertions can be collected using both listing website API and web content extractors and geocoded using google map API. The second phase deals mainly with an anomaly detection task that was initially performed removing duplicate or incomplete listings and ended with outliers’ detection task. This last process is achieved considering the spatial autocorrelation level of the unit price collected for each single apartment (Mon ran I) and contribute to identify a large number of units whose selling list differs from what ordinary can be found on the metropolitan area housing market.

During this second phase it was also performed a spatial interpolation of the collected sale listing prices, that will be used to generate the housing affordability analysis. The related maps can be accessed through on-line Google maps engine service or downloading a kmz file on Google Earth.

As shown in Figure 2B, georeferenced offers can generate an interpolation surface that is capable to represent the spatial residential selling lists variation using Euros for square meter as unit of measurement. Experimentally, in the specific case of Milano, it was used a Kriging algorithm that considers the 23 offers nearest to each surface point within a range of 2,500 meters. Once this operation is accomplished, the surface is cropped considering an area of study where the maximum distance between each recorded offer does not exceed 500 or 700 meters, depending on the sample distribution. This general assumption provides a qualitative mechanism to define residential areas boundaries, excluding other destination zones (commercial, industrial developments, public green) that are not covered with this specific analysis. A second more general delimitation is related to the maximum distance from the CBD. The initial dataset acquisition regarded the whole province extension; in order to limit the study just to the metropolitan area boundaries, it was defined a set of maximum distances from
the city center depending on the total population and conformation of each urban context taken into account. Figure 2A shows the boundaries definition process regarding the metropolitan area of Milano. Being the first dataset collected, the results of this delimitation are usually not able to exclude from the analysis some restricted nonresidential areas. It can be possible to work on this restriction by introducing into the system urban plans or other data addressed to insert detailed information regarding the existence and consistency of residential volumes, as described in the conclusions of this work. Once circumscribed the residential area of study, it is possible to investigate the selling list spatial trend (figure 2B). Figure 2C shows the consistency of the different classes of values (Euros for square meter) resulting from market offers and related to the whole area of study. The advantage of this kind of spatial approach can be appreciated through the comprehension of the map and chart showed, respectively, in Figure 2B and 2C. In this way, even a not expert user is able to understand the complex conformation of any urban housing market.

Figure 2: Milano’s area of study boundaries (A), housing market offer prices interpolation surface (B) and distribution (C).

It is necessary to put in evidence that offer prices reflect a significant degree of uncertainty if compared to the results that would be obtained by analyzing market prices. Considering the lack of official dataset regarding Italian housing market, this degree of uncertainty can be overshadowed and considered as a fair price to pay to obtain a Spatial Decision Support System that, potentially, can keep track in real-time of the housing market supply.
2.2 Measuring the relationship between the local average income and housing offer market prices

As stated by Mulliner et al. [4] housing affordability is traditionally defined and assessed in terms of economic criteria, but can also have implications for the wider economy and environment. Actually, the relationship between the housing expenditure and household/family income has always been the most common way to define and assess housing economic affordability. This kind of approach can also be found in 19th century studies where “one week pay for one month rent” was considered a fair ratio [2]. A housing affordability criterion is suitable for a general housing market analysis and it is inappropriate for a specific examination of the risk resulting from the purchase of a single housing unit. In fact, considering two distinct residential units within the same market area, characterized, respectively, by the highest and the lowest quality, it is evident that the first one is less affordable for the local community, but not necessarily, it would be a riskier investment.

The Housing Affordability Index (HAI) [15] takes into account the ratio between the effective mortgage rate and the family available income in order to quantify the qualifying income for a home purchase. Following this criteria, a home is considered affordable if the mortgage rate is less than 30% of the family available income.

Considering the US Department of Housing and Urban Development [18], a fair ratio between house price and household income has not to exceed the 30% [19]. Moreover, the Median Multiple Indicator rates housing affordability taking into account the ratio between median house price and gross annual median household income. Adopting this approach, the Demographia International Housing Affordability Survey [16] developed an affordability assessment scale from 1 to 5. Categories from 1 to 3 are considered affordable. The other three categories indicate a moderate (3.1 to 4.0), serious (4.1 to 5.0) and severe (5.1 and over) unaffordability.

Considering the widespread use of Median Multiple Indicator to assess housing affordability, the present research is based on this kind of approach. Taking into account the national average difference between offer and market prices and other related transaction expenses and ordinary buyers’ available funds, the available family income requested for an affordable home purchasing has been calculated supposing that the ideal ratio between the 80% of the average home offer price and the available family income amounts to three.

Starting from this hypothesis, the average selling lists have been spatially analyzed and, by mean of this analysis, it is possible to define the available income needed to buy an apartment with a living area of 55 m². These assumptions intended to simulate the economic conditions in which it is possible to find a young family that is about to acquire their first home. The designed system is potentially able to perfect this supply spatial study by using different hypothesis and, eventually, improve this kind of affordability analysis by means of official housing market prices.
3 Case study: evaluating housing affordability with a spatial approach

3.1 Reference data

As stated previously, the dataset population process regards ten Italian key metropolitan urban areas (Bologna, Cagliari, Firenze, Genova, Milano, Napoli, Palermo, Roma, Torino and Venezia). Currently, the acquired dataset (October 2012) is composed by 24,385 listings sales and 15,642 rental offers. The collected data sample distribution is represented in Figure 3. As shown, the ratio between the analyzed and the whole municipality area can quickly change according to the urban-district situation taken into account. Generally, it can be dependent both on the urban conformation (i.e. presence of parks or other green facilities) and on the local inclination to use the internet to promote home sales.

An initial measurement of the sample reliability level can discern directly from the relationship between the settled population and the number of properties detected. Moreover, in order to get a more detailed picture of the dataset representative capacity, it is also necessary to consider some other metropolitan areas specificity (e.g. presence of historical centers, particularly morphological conformation of the context); elements that can significantly affect the ability to assign an average market selling lists to a given spatial point. For example, apartments on the upper floors are distinguished by a market value significantly higher than ground floors and, sometimes, they can even compose a distinct housing market segment [18].

3.2 Results

The obtained results can be read both on a numerical scale and in terms of spatial distribution. In the first case, Figure 3 summarizes the level of accessibility detected following the hypothesis previously stated.

It is evident that in the majority (6/10) of the analyzed metropolitan areas, purchasing an apartment with a living area of 55 m² turns out to be compatible with an income between 25,000 and 30,000 Euros per year, except for four urban areas (Bologna, Firenze, Genoa, Roma) on which it is needed to carry out some additional considerations. These considerations are related to different specificities: Bologna, for example, despite being a center of small/medium size, is a national reference point regarding academic and cultural sector and also for business activities related to small/medium industrial structures. These custom features and its dominant role in one of Italian richest regions can move the local real estate market center of gravity to a different level of housing purchase accessibility, if compared to other contexts of similar size.

Considering the metropolitan areas of Firenze and Roma, the related internationally recognized historical relevance spread out the real estate market boundaries over the local context. As a proof of that, it can be pointed out that the relationships between the average income (whether provincial or urban) and
Figure 3: Dataset consistency and fraction of metropolitan residential zones where an investment in an apartment with a living area of 55 m² is considered affordable.

the average income required to purchase (PMI/Mean Ratio and MIM/Mean Ratio) are, respectively, the second and the third highest in the sample. The highest ratio between these two parameters is the one recorded in Genova’s metropolitan area, where the particular morphology of the region significantly limits urban development. This situation has historically reduced the option to place new buildings on the environment. Environmental aspects can also have a significant influence: Figure 4a shows the substantial difference between the purchase affordability on interior and coastal areas.

Through a general analysis of the relationship between the available family income needed to purchase an apartment with a living space of 55 m² and, respectively, the median income recorded in the province (PMI) and/or the central metropolitan context (MIM), it is possible to make some interesting considerations. Milano, Palermo and Torino results the metropolitan areas where home purchasing is more accessible to local community. Within these areas, the recorded average income allows an affordable local home purchasing. Conversely, considering the reasons previously stated, Firenze, Genova, Roma and Naples results the metropolitan areas where it was recorded the highest unaffordability level. This result is in line with the last report on regional residential market published by the Italian national market observatory. The report states that
Genova, Firenze, Napoli and Roma are respectively the capitals of the four most unaffordable regions of Italy [3].

A final consideration regards the maximum, minimum offer price recorded and the associated standard deviation parameters. Taking into account the sample dimension and the fact that this research is focused on listing prices, the first two parameters have a scarce importance (their consistency cannot lead to any practical consideration) and can be considered not influent in selling list formation. In urban environments, the standard deviation can assume a considerable importance where the values distribution is not affected by specific morphological characteristics (i.e. where the values tend to increase inversely to the distance from the CBD or the Historical District). Within this logic, the low standard deviation values collected in Firenze, Milano, Palermo and Torino seems to demonstrate a good reliability of the acquired dataset. Different considerations can be made for those contexts where the qualitative localization factors appear to be arranged randomly in space. For example, Cagliari municipality stands on seven hills that can overlook the sea and offer a high quality level of panoramic views. For these reasons, residential quality and the associated price can change significantly within a short distance. In such cases, a high standard deviation value is an indicator of an inadequate sample reliability, incapable of measuring sudden changes in the urban space. Up to this point, we have carried out key findings about the obtained numerical and quantitative results. These results allow to recognize some majorly noteworthy aspects regarding the overall study, but can be interpreted only by housing market expert users. Sometimes they can even be misleading respect to reality and extremely limited if compared to what can be revealed by a spatial approach. For example, analyzing the numerical results obtained studying the metropolitan area of Venezia/Mestre (Figure 3), it seems that this specific housing market can be considered affordable if compared to the other examined cities. In fact, there is a reasonable level of income distribution and a relationship between metropolitan/provincial income and selling lists that is slightly higher than the average of the overall analyzed metropolitan areas. Everything seems to suggest the occurrence of an ordinary national market condition in which stands, for example, a small-medium sized metropolitan area. Results are, not so different, for example, from those obtained for the metropolitan area of Cagliari.

Nevertheless, if we consider the same results from a spatial point of view (Figure 4c), it is possible to observe the globally known reality of an absolutely outstanding urban area, where real estate values reach the top on the insular context and do not allow purchase accessibility to local ordinary citizens. This market condition, however, is balanced by the presence of Mestre where housing market is easily accessible and enables the local community to purchase or rent a house. The same easy sensing perceiving of property purchase accessibility is manifested on the spatial representation of the results related to other urban areas. For example, taking into account Milano and Roma (Figure 5), the housing purchase difficulty in Roma and the different situation in Milano (where a more healthy housing market is able to meet the needs of low range income classes) are immediately appreciable.
Figure 4: Housing affordability from offer prices in Genova (a), Napoli (b), Venezia (c): qualitative spatial assessment of the average median income required to buy affordably an apartment with a living area of 55 m² at October 2012.
Figure 5: Housing affordability from offer prices in Milano (a) and Roma (b): qualitative spatial assessment of the average median income required to buy affordably an apartment with a living area of 55 m² at October 2012.

Even in a multifaceted metropolitan area like Napoli (Figure 4b), the housing market can be explained in a clear and straightforward way through the related housing affordability heat map: starting from a central setting, where the market is inaccessible for most of the citizen, housing affordability increases along the inland areas. Although distant from the city center, coastal lands are also characterized by an extremely low purchase accessibility level.

These simple considerations clearly point out that, despite the actual scarce use in Real Estate market analysis, spatial analysis is essential for an effective affordability market analysis. It can be able to return comprehensive and updated knowledge of market dynamics in order to make it more transparent to investors and city administrators. In addition, if we consider that housing property investment is often the largest financial asset of an ordinary citizen, this kind of approach can also effectively assess the impact of different territorial planning policies options on citizens’ savings.
4 Conclusions and future improvements

Despite the current gaps in the adopted technical methodology, with a particular reference to the spatial analysis approach, results are in line with the outcomes expressed by official reports based on market transactions. These gaps are generally connected to the difficulties in adopting spatial analysis approaches to a singular typology of market like the Real Estate one, where two properties are never identical and demand and supply are considered casual factors. On this matter, the development of an historical dataset can be able to evolve the reliability of the results, especially in those areas characterized by a low dataset density. Spatial analysis can also be implemented both with a more accurate data acquisition (i.e. building age and conditions) and through the spatial overlay of the acquired data in grid cells. The definition of the size and shape of these cells is a very complex operation and cannot be disjointed from the specific urban conformation and the localization of externalities. Another more concrete improvement consists in perfecting the delimitation of residential areas involved in the study. Actually, these areas are defined by generating boundaries of different size around the collected samples. This operation appears inaccurate if compared with the potential results that can be achieved using the specific zoning plan. Such implementation can be accomplished in the short term as, after the adoption of INSPIRE directive [19], Italian and other European municipalities seem to be more willing to make urban plans available in digital formats. In this respect, a first investigation, involving the Honolulu (Hawaii, USA) metropolitan area, has already been accomplished by restricting the study to the residential boundaries reported in Honolulu’s urban plan (Figure 6).

Figure 6: Housing affordability from offer prices in Honolulu (HI): qualitative spatial assessment of the average median income required to buy affordably an apartment with a living area of 100 m² at January 2013.
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